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++    2/12/78 MDPR+LSD [160mg + 40µg at 9:15AM=0:00]. [0:30] micro alert [0:40 to
      1:00] slow development to a + [2:00] barely + - supplement [with] 40µg LSD.
      [2:10] to ++ - rapid absorption? [3:15] stable at ++ - very open and
      philosophical - butterfly letter to the Marsh's [5:00] still ++, ej! [6:15]
      still + - off to Jamie's for TV & dinner 8:00 largely out. Overall ++ only -
      more LSD than super MDPR-LSD of earlier. Yesterdays heavy MDE might have made
      my tolerant to MDPR - or maybe the sugar - LSD solution is fading. Recheck
      both faults before becoming discouraged!. ++ DS - rescheduled LSD alone
      (p 269). completely OK.

±     5/1/78 MDE+LSD [200mg +20µg +60µg] [MDE at [-1:15] 0:00 = 20µg LSD [3:15]
      +60µg LSD. slightest if any effect - rel. imp. to sleep at [5:15] - good
      sleep, overall ± or + at most. This is consistent [with] 2/7/78 (p 256) and
      inconsistent [with] 8/7/77 (p 247). 8/14/77 history here, 60µg on previous
      day,  two toleration exposures.∴

++(+) 5/19/78 MDOH+LSD [70mg MDOH at [-1:45, 3:30]] 40µg LSD [0:20] start [0:30]
      develop quickly to a strong ++. Driving very difficult - buying sandwich in
      bait store! - some muscular twitching plateau ex [1:00 to 3:00], gradual
      recovery. Possibly more window-like than LSD - and definitely > 40µg
      response. maybe +++ at max.

++    5/31/78 MDOH+LSD [80mg MDOH at [-2:00]]=[0:00][40µg][0:40] start, to +,
      nice [1:00] pure window - beautiful - at ++ [1:40] still ++ - easy erot.
      [3:10] drop to + [4:10] - out. This also (like most MDPR, converts LSD at
      modest doses, to window. Good experiment. (This was MDA, not MDOH, see 263)

+     5/22/78 2-CD+LSD (60µg) 5/22/78 at [-1:30] 25mg 2-CD. [0:20] threshold -
      light & nice. [0:45] still ± [1:00] + at most, then downhill. inhibition
      rather than potentiation.

±     5/27/78. -4+LSD (24hr post 10mg aleph-4) 60µg at 9:00AM=[0:00][1:00] slightℵ
      alert. not yet to ± [3:00] at best ± [5:00] completely clear. Complete
      prophylactic.

±     8/7/78 α-o-DMS+LSD (24hr post 4mg α-o-DMS) 60µg at 2:50PM=[0:00][1:00]
      maybe ± [2:40] completely clear. Obviously refractory.

+++   8/20/78 MDPR+LSD (2hr. prime - 160 MDPR ATS, 80mg TG+AG; 60µg LSD=[0:00]
      (10:30AM), [0:30-1:00] develop to ++ - no distress [1:30] to glorious +++ -
      aleph-4 state - bits of data chal reality. I could do something irrational
      without consideration of consequence. window spectacular! full +++ [5:00] 1st
      drop gradual decline [10:00] to a + a gracious afterglow - eat modestly but
      [with] enjoyment. [12:00] still a little remaining. Beautiful experiment. the
      Gates's not quite where I was, but definitely more and richer than LSD. Them,
      ++.5. To be repeated [with] just LSD, then [with] 160 MDPR+LSD.
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